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STATE OF NEW YORK 
11211 
IN ASSEMBLY 
Hay 15, 1986' 
lntrodu~ed by COMHITI'£E ON RULES -- (at r~quest of M. of A. Eve) -- read 
once and referred to the Committee on Higher Education 
AN ACT to amen t e • d h educati·on la~, in relation to the advanced practice 
of nursing 
The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate and Assem-
bly. do enact as follows: 
Section 1• Section sixty-nine hundred two of the educ~tion law is 
amended by adding a ne~ subdivision three to read as follows. 
J The practice of regist2red professional nursing by~ ~urse w~o ha~ 
rec~ived a certificate issued by the department author:zing ad~~ce 
ractice may include the diagnosis of illness and physica~ c~nd1t1ons 
;nd the performance of therap~uti~ and co~ect~ve m~:~u~e~i:~=~: ;h;;~= 
ciahy area of nursing practice in colla ration wi . _ 
cian including the issuance of prescriptions for drugs, device~ and :mh 
munizing agents provided such services are performed in acc~r ance ~it 
- '--•··--- .... .nurs.e. ·perfcu:ming t e services a mutual practice agreement ...,,............., .. e. -- .. 
and ·-tbe::J>hy&ician. Nothing in this subdivision shall be deemed to ~1m1t 
the practice of the profession of nursing as a ~egistered professional 
as defined in subdivision one of this section. . 
nu§se2. Such law is amended by adding an~ section sixty-nine hundred 
ten ta read as follows: . 1 A reg-§ 6910. Certificates for advanced registered n~rse practic~. · the 
istered professional nurse applying for a certifi~ate a:thorize~ ~l ful• 
· · ns of section sixty•nine hundred two of Lhis c apter s a prov1s10 
fill the following requirements: . 
a. Application: file an application with the departm~nt: nurse in the 
b. License: be licensed as a registered professional 
state of New York: . 1 t · c. Education: have satisfactorily ~ompleted educations prepara ion 
for provision of these health services lll a program registered by t:e 
dep.:iruaent _ _ Or -~ a program determined by the department to e 
equivalent: 
in italics (underscored) is new; matter in brackets EXPLANATION··Hatter 
[ ] is old lmor to be Ollitted. 
LBD15161-02-6 
MURSE PRAC'l'ITIOlml ASSOCIATION 
OF WESTERN Nlli YOBK 
STA~ OF PURPOOE GF THE NURSE PRACTITIONER ASSOCIATION OF llmTEBN Nill ?ROK. 
The Nurse Practitioner Association of Western Nev York vaa organized in 
19?7 for the following purpose: 
- Improv-: the quality and delivery of primary heal.th care through organized ef-
forts of nurae practition~rs. A nurse practitioner ia a nurs<? having ad-,;:Ulc~d 
skills in assessment of the health-illness status of individuals. This is ac-
co111pliahed by history taking, physicel examination and the nursing process or 
health management and counseling. 
- Promotes an awareness of the relatively new role of the nurse practitioner to 
allied health profession&ls, and encourage active coneumer participation tows.re 
a goal of his or her optimwn level of wellness. 
- Represent nurse practitioners to professional., educational, governm~ntai and 
COlllt!IUnity groups. 
- Encourage nuree practitioner participation in continuing education to maintain 
and improve knowledge and skills required to function competently-. 
- lnfom"t.embers of latest developments in local state and national legislation, 
and sti~ulat~ changes which affect the practice of primary health care by nurse practitioners. 
- Enhance th~ economic cecurity and general welfare of nurse practitioners that 
is comensurate with their practice responsibilities. 
- Provide me~bers with a forum for discussion o! issues and the function of action 
plans in relation to quality primary heal.th care. 

'""--
<;;~. ,~ . 
SEP 3 0 1981 
TESTIMONY 
Presented before the New York State Assembly, Co1T111ittee on Higher Education and 
COfTlllittee on Health Joint Hearing on the New York Nurse Practice Act. 
Clark 0. Haber9 M.O. 
New York City 
ladies and Gentlemen: 
I am a physician practicing medicine in New York City. My background is in 
Family Practice 9 Emergency Medicine, and Occupational Medicine. I am here to 
testify on practicing within the scope of the Nurse Practice Act. and why it 
is -a misnomer to refer to this as ''expanded nursing practice," from the !)er-
spective of a practicing physician. 
Over the past few years, there have been several policy statements and unofficial 
opinions expressed by national and local leaders within organized medicine which 
have surprised me by their apparent departure from the ideals of medical practice 
and health care in which I believe and which I assumed were held by the leaders 
in my field and other fields concerned with health care. There is much concern, 
in all circles, with overutilization of covered health care services and the 
runaway escalation of the costs of such services; there is a tendency for each 
discipline to view its own services as indispensable. What is needed, to lower 
health care costs for self-paying, insured and publicly funded patients alike, 
is a system which encourages entering the health care system at the preventive 
level, before illness ensues. The mother who can spend fifteen minutes with 
her family physician or nurse learning how to deal with her baby's sniffles is 
less likely to come for advice to an emergency room, where the staffing and 
equipment, and charges, are geared toward treating a child in status asthmaocus. 
But -to do this there must be health professionals willing to provide such pre-
ventive services, which there will never be in great numbers unless Blue Shield 
and Medicaid will pay for such services without requiring evidence of an illness 
diagnosis. A crucial priority in health care is to remove the obstac1es from 
obtaining preventive and health maintenance services, not only through massive 
public education, but also by pressure on the health insurance industry and the 
legislators, so that the need for and the motivation for utilization of more 
costly therapeutic and inpatient services will decline. I have seen several 
examples of innovative funding of health maintenance services, such as prepaid 
HMO's; industrial health departments providing periodic physicals~ screening 
programs, health education services and fitness programs for employees; and 
family practice centers run by physicians, nurses, or hospitals which provide 
a multidisciplinary range of services. In the state of Pennsylvania~ some 
such farni1y practice centers receive reimbursemen\ for vi sits from Medicai.d 
at a higher rate than that for the standard physic,an's office visit as an 
incentive to provide such a range of services. In ~ach of the above examples, 
it is co"7!:~n to find much of the health care provided by non-physician providers, particularly nurses. 
However. there has bee'! <:ons!derable resis~ance to the introduction of such pro-
grams, and to the part1c1_pat10n of nurses 1n the delivery of comprehensive health 
care. An example of what I consider to be an anti-health stance is the formal 
policy_stateme~t.on "physician e~tenders 11 promulgated by the American Academy 
of F~~ly Phys1c1ans, Board of D1rectors last August (American Academy of Family 
Phys1c1ans Reporter, October 6, 1980, p. 7). I was at once shocked and mortified 
!hat an organization of family physicians who purport to have the best health 
1r1ter~sts of the American public at heart could state publicly that 11 indepenctent 
pract1ce by any type of extender would deprive the patient of the breadth and 
depth of expertise which is essential to quality medical care" and advocate 
deprivi~g !he_public of_acce~s to competent health care by pr~ctitioners ih 
other d1sc1~l1nes. It 1s e~1den! !rom the policy statement, particularly 
t~e pa~t wh1ch states_that 'phys1c1an extenders should function only under the 
d1rect~on and respons1ble supervision of a practicing, licensed physician and 
all re1mbur~ement fo: th~se se!'~ices should be through the supervising physician,'' 
that the pr1mary mot1vat1on ben1nd this position is financial. Physicians 1 as a 
group, hav~ every reason to feel threatened by the competition for patients and 
dollars wh1ch a well-trained and highly motivated group of health professionals 
now present. As has been seen in many communities where nurse practitioners 
and nurse midwives are involved in independent practice, there is a distinct 
possib!lity t~at the public, when given the opportunity to make their own 
compar1s_ons 1n the open marketplace, might just conclude that the "health care" 
provi?ed by fa~ily ph~sicians, especially many of those in solo practice who 
haven t the fa1ntest 1dea what other health professionals have to offer, isn't 
all that "comprehensive" after all, that the same services provided by physicians 
te~d to be more expensive than when provided by nurses, and that family physicians, 
wh1!e perha~s t~ a lesser extent than physicians in other fields, still tend to 
avo~d pract1~e 1n t~e areas of greatest need. From my own experiences with three 
~annly Pract1~e re~1d:n~y programs _a~d from \-JOrking with physicians practicing 
1n several qu1te d1ss1m11ar commun1t1es 1 as well as my experiences working with 
nurses from diploma, associate, baccalaureate, master's, and. doctoral programs, 
I ca~ ~onestly say that I have seen examples of good and bad practice among 
ph~s1c1ans and nurses, ~ut have found very few family practices run by physicians 
wh1ch could ~ruly ~e sa1d !o offer c?mprehensive health care, and no examples of 
nurses who, m the~r P;.act1ces, deprwed the patient of any 11 essential breadth 
or depth of expert1se. One reason, of course, is that nurses tend to refer 
pat1ents w!th medi~al problems to physicians, while physicians rarely refer 
pat1ents w1th nurs1ng problems to nurses. if indeed they recognize the problems at all. 
l,~plicit in !he tenn "comprehensive11 is the assurance that all phases of health 
w~ll be cons1de~ed a~d dealt with, including nutrit_ion; family and occupational 
11fe style; med1cal 1llness and surgical illness and injury (both chronic and 
acu!e, 1 whether_treatme~t is arnbulat?r? or_ inpatient}, and the patient's and 
fam1ly s_react1ons to 1t, and rehab1l1tat1on following it, and education to 
prevent lts_-:::~urrence or reoccurrence; ttie appropriate use of medications, 
both prescr1;t1on a~d pat_ent; drug and alcohol abuse; childbirth, growth, 
and devel??~ent. ag1ng, ~nd dying; lear~ing disorders; emotional problems, 
both no~- 1 end patho!og1cal; de~t~l, v1sual, hearing, and foot problems, etc. 
The not1on th~t any ~1n~le_pract1t1oner, no matter how broad his or her training, 
or eve~ any s1ngle d1sc1pl1ne, can adequately provide-for this range of health 
care smgle-handedly seems rather foolish and short-sighted. What is needed is 
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the open-minded cooperation of health professionals from a variety of disciplines, 
each of whom is cognizant of his area of knowledge as well as his limitations. 
Whether the delivery of this health care is accomplished by a hospital, an in-
terdisciplinary agency directly employing many professionals, a group practice 
including several professionals, or a combination of individuals and/or insti-
tutions freely interacting is less important than the willingness among the 
practitioners involved to share their knowl~dge and the responsibility for pro-
tecting the patient's health. Jt is contemptible for anY. gro~r to presume_t~at 
they have the right to define, interfere with, or superv1se e1ther the tra1n1ng or 
practice of another professional group, or to attempt to control their activities 
by working politically for restraints on their practice or restraints on their 
ability to earn a living. The American Academy of Family Physicians has done 
just that by egocentrically referring to nurses as "physician extenders," and . 
by seeking to restrict them to ''providing limited care, always under the direct1on 
and responsible supervision of a practicing, licensed physician with all reim-
bursement for services being through the responsible supervising physician." 
This posture is appropriate when referring to a phy~ician•s as~ist~nt, who ~s 
trained specifically as a paraprofessional whose pr1mary funct1on 1s to ass1st 
the physician in his or her practice and who is not licensed to practice any 
profession independently. Thus, a physician's assistant is a "physician ex-
tender." 
However, this tenninology, and the idea of restricting practice to '~limited care" 
only under medical supervision, is highly inappropriate when referr1ng to any 
licensed registered nurse, who is recognized in all states as a independent 
professional. A nurse midwife who delivers babies as well as providing com-
prehensive prenatal and postpartum care is no more a "physician extender" than 
is a family physician providing the same services an "obstetrician extender." 
A family nurse practitioner who perfonns a routine physical examination or 
provides well baby care is no more a "physician extender" than is a family 
physician providing the same services an "intemi~t ext~nder" or ~"pedia!rician 
extender." For that matter, a physician who prov1des h1s o~m pat1ents W1th 
nutritional counselling or teaches them how to care for their own post-op 
dressings or stomas is as much a 11nurse extender" as is a nurse performing 
these same functions a "physician extender." The point is that many health 
care functions can be perfonned well by many different professions, and have 
been for generations. This reality is recognized in our professional practice 
laws. The responsibility for assuring that any individual is competent to 
practice what he has learned rests with the educators and licen~in~ a~d 
certifying boards within his field, not with those from other d1sc1pl1nes, 
and the judgment as to which discipline is adequately qualified or best 
qualified to perform any health ~lated s:rvice is one which.must be le!t 
to the individual patient to dec1de for h1mself, and for soc1ety to legislate only 
when necessary. 
The term "nurse practitioner" is frequently misleading. The need to label and 
divide nurses is a defensive tactic many physicians resort to when they feel 
threatened in what they perceive as their exclusive right to dictate he~lth 
care policy. In the strictest sense, any nurse who possesses an R.N. l1cense, 
the minim~m requirement for legal unsupervised practice. is a nurse practitioner. 
The use of certification exams by the American Nurses• Association and the various 
states in several specialty areas such as psychiatric-~ntal health, :ID:rgency, 
pediatrics, family practice, etc., has_a~lowed a mechan1sm for recog~171ng 
clinical competence beyond the legal m1n1mum. The development of cl1n1cal 
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training programs in physical assessment for nurses has provided an alternative, 
and for some an easier, route to such competence than the accepted routes of . 
extensive clinical experience or the sound educational background of a bachelor's 
(or higher) degree. The recognition of this competence by the public, the . 
government, and the medical profession has created job opportunities for nurses 
with such competence in both salaried positions and independent practice. How-
ever, certification in itself does not, in most cases, change or expand a 
nurse's legal right to practice nursing (except in anesthesia and midwifery). 
Rather, it provides nurses with a way to demonstrate to the public and/or to 
potential employers that they have attained a certain level of competence. 
Nurses, rather than being condemned and fought for moving ahead in defining 
and certifying to the public the level of competence which they have attained, 
should be conmended and supported. What hypocrisy, then to object to any pay-
ment at all to a professional nurse practicing within the scope of his or her 
education and specialty training, as governed by the relevant state Nurse 
Practice Act, unless a physician is given the opportunity to supervise that 
practice and filter all fees through his or her own pockets! This stance 
treats the nurse as a nonprofessional or paraprofessional, and is as absurd 
as suggesting that all family physicians prescribing tranquilizers or setting 
fractures, as pennitted by their licenses, be supervised by and reimbursed 
through a supervising psychiatrjst or orthopedist. 
I am not referring here to the extension of a practice beyond the limits for 
which a professional is trained or licensed, which wouln· be illegal. However, 
family physicians defend their right to provide supportive psychotherapy and 
prescribe psychotropic drugs for patients who, in their judgement, do not 
require the specialized services of a psychiatrist. In the same way, a 
clinical psychologist or a psychiatric nurse clinical specialist, either of 
whom has had much more educational preparation and experience in psychotherapy 
and diagnosis of emotional disorders than the average physician, has the right 
to provide either supp~rtive or in-depth psychotherapy without prescribing 
drugs for those patients who, in their judgement, do not require the special-
ized services of a pf1ysician. Likewise, the family or pediatric nurse prac-
titioner has the right to perform health maintenance physicals and to advise 
supportive and rest~rative treatment, including non-prescription drugs. In 
both cases, the i:Oi1-physician health care provider also has the responsiblity 
to refer to a phy~i~ian any patient needing medical diagnostic examinations 
or tests, medica1 or surgical treatment~ or (since Medicine still holds a 
virtual monopoly on ho~:r:>ital admitting privileges for medical and even non-
medical trea-:mer,t) hos;:iitalization. The point that physicians resisting in-
dependent practice uy nurses, seem to be missing is that by supporting the 
widespread and responsible practice by such professionals they would be 
vastly increasing their pool of potential referrals and, in effect, trading 
off a large number of time consuming routine exams and visits for a smaller 
(or larger} number of more profitable work-ups and treatments. They would be 
letting go of Medicine's strangle hold on "comprehensive health care," which 
they are i11-prepared to provide anyway, allowing it to develop freely as an 
interdiscipiinary effort as society's needs and expectations grow, and con-
centrate or. delivering excellent ''medical care. 11 There is plenty of room for 
diversity within Medicine, for generalists as well as superspecialjsts, and 
plenty of opportunity for expanding or refining the delivery of medical 
services (such as the American Academy of Family Physicians patient education 
program and ILGWU project. or Surgery's support of outpatient surgical center.s}, 
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and no need fQr physicians to continually step on the toes of other health pro-
fessionals who can help both the physician and the patient to achieve their goals. 
It is a shame when physicians are unwilling to listen to views which differ from 
their own, or when leaders in medicine use their power to obfuscate the real 
issu~s and create opposition to progressive developments in health care by 
evoking the spectre of nurses usurping the functions or position of physicians. 
for example, an editorial entitled "Psychiatric Nurse Psychiatrists" in the 
American Family Physician. November, 1976, p. 73, suggested that psychiatric 
nurse clinical specialists were endeavoring to "practice psychiatry without 
medical supervision" and raised several related points which, through innuendo 
and oversimplification, placed these specialists' educational preparation as 
well as the ANA's position on nursing practice, and proposed legislation on 
selective public funding for already legal and existing nursing services, in 
an unfavorable light. However, editor Walter H. Kemp refused to publish my 
letter which pointed out the inaccuracies and prejudices in his superficial 
450 word editorial unless it was shortened to a mere 250 words, which would 
have been totally inadequate to address the issues, much less clarify them. 
The effect that a concise but poorly researched and unrebutted editorial can 
have on shaping physician's opinions is frightening. 
It is also somewhat frightening to contc~p!ate the effect that a concise and 
po!ishgd testimony b~forg a legislative co~~i~tee, presented by a group of 
organized physicians whose true goals may be at variance with society's needs 
for co~~rehensive health care, can have on the resulting legislation. 
A careful reading of the Lombardi, Eve, and State Education ~epartment proposals 
under consideration by this committee gives one the distinct i~prassion that 
the mechanis~ of certification and the guidelines for physician involvement in 
the nurse's practice are designed to prote~t the physician's control over the 
scope of nursing practice, both directly, a~d through organized ~~dicine•s 
influen~e on the regulatory powers given tc the co,;ir.:isicner of education, and to 
insure that the physician profits fro~ nny health care provided by nurses in the 
so-called "expanded role," rather than to :,rot'.2Ct the public. Thi~ will ine.titably 
increase the cost of such services. Furthcrnora, the whol~ concept of creating 
a certification exara or a sper.ified educational preparation under the control of 
the state education depa,tnnnt, rather than re~ognizin9 the legitimate authority 
of the American r!urses' Association and th~ State Soard or r:ursinn to set edu-
cational standards within their OldTl profession, as sioilar organiiaticns do in 
other health professions, has the effect of creating dissent between ne1:Jly defined 
groups of nurses uho could o!.her1ilise be uo:-!dng torether to il':!;Jrove all nu:.:-sing 
care. These three proposals, despite langua?~ denying that they lioit the practice 
of nursin~, ~ay restrict the right of a nurse to continue to provide any services 
which fall 1,Jithin the new definitio:i of "expar.1ed practice," just because the nurse 
hasn't ta~en the specific co~rse as outlined i~ the proposed }egislaticn, even 
though sh8 May be educationally prepa:-ed to p~rform so~e or all of these s~rvices 
by virtue ~f her formal baccalaureate or m~ster•s education in nursin~. The 
Governor's Primary Health Care Proposal, on the other h~nd, r~affirms the right 
of all r.~~$9S to practice up to their educational prep~ration, end deserves 
your st::::pcrt • 
The pre:;n~:.:-:-J co:;ir.iont~ havn bcnn offo.rr!d in the intm:e~t of prn::;cntin11 a viewpoint 
zomnwhat di ffcrnnt from th:it ucual Jy ;idv:-inr:c•i ~;y phy~ir.i;)n:.; with rer;arrt tu Um 
rol~ of nursin::i in thr. hr.mlth cr1rc :::;y:::tm:1, but one t:Jhir.h I believe rc:prr.scnt:;. 
the porspcctiVfJ of a zi1Jnificant number or phy:::;ician:.:;. 
Thank you very ~uch. 
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 01'' Tm: STJ\Tr~ BDUCATION l3ILL ON EXPANDED PMC'rICE OF NURSING 
J\ND THE 
STATUTORY DEFINITION OF PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANTS 
Since 1972, tho state Education Department has consistently refused to interpret the Nurse Practice Act as it was 
intcmdod that is, to allow for tho expanded practice of nursing. Rather, the Department has worked diligently to 
revise the Act, modeling it after the physician's assistant definition. 
Below is a comparison of the similarities between the Stnto Education Bill and the Physician's Assistants Law. 
In some instances, there are only semantic differences and in others, greater restriction is placed on nursing 
practice than physician's assistant practice, 
SED BILL 
"The scope of practice of a registered 
professional nurse may be expanded by a 
written authorization issued by the 
department in one or more special areas 
of expanded nursing practice •••• The 
Commissioner, with the approval of the 
Board of Regents, may adopt regulations 
establishing special areas of expanded 
practice ...• 11 
"Registered·professional nurses author-
ized to engage in expanded practice 
may diagnose illnesses, perform thera-
peutic or corrective measures, issue 
prescriptions for.drugs other than 
controlled substances, and immunize 
patients against preventable diseases. 
The expanded practice shall be con-
ducted onlr in collaboration with a 
licensed physician, and only in 
a~~ordance with written agreements 
between the nurse performing the 
services and the physician. The 
written agreement shall define the 
nature of the collaboration, and be 
available upon request to patients •••• 
PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANTS J\ND 
SPECIALIST'S ASSISTANTS 
"Based on his education, training and 
experience background, a :registered 
physician's assistant will be identi-
fied in one or more of the following 
clinical fields .••• medicine, surgery, 
pediatrics, obstetrics/gynecology." 
"A registered physician's assistant 
or a registered specialist's assis-
tant may perform medical services, 
but only when under the supervision 
of a physician. Such supervision •..• 
shall not necessarily require the 
physical presence of the supervising 
physician .••• 
Prescriptions and medical orders may 
be written by a registered physi-
cian's assistant •••• when assigned 
by the supervising physician. Except 
for controlled substances ••.• , a regis-
tered physician's assistant may write 
prescriptions for a patient who is 
under the care of the physician 
COMPARISON 
The Commissioner is given the power 
to determine the areas of practice, 
Very likely, they would be medical, 
surgical, pediatric, obstetrical, 
psychiatric and mental health and 
gerontology. Nothing insures that, 
however, and the areas could be fewer 
or different. The selection of areas 
of practice would thereafter be the 
prerogative of the Commissioner and 
not the nursing profession. 
The key words in these sections are 
collaboration and supervision. The 
difference is one of semantics, since 
later on the bill gives the Commissioner 
the power to identify the epeaific 
serviaea which may be performed by the 
nurse and the form and content of the 
written agreements required. The 
nurse is, thereby, more restricted 
and controlled than the physician's 
assistant. 
The SEO bill limits the expanded prac-
tice of the nurse to non-hospital 
settings while the physician's assis-
tant is allowed to write controlled 
substance orders for inpatients in 
(over) 
COMPARISON 01•' T'HlMARY CARE PRI\C'l'ITIONlrn LEGISLATION IN 1981 
1. General 
Effect 
2. Precedent 
3. Definition 
of Nursing 
4. Restrictions 
5. Effect on 
Quality of 
care 
6. Effect on 
Health 
care Costs 
Governor's Bill 
S.6361 
S.6525 
A. ??21 
8enatoro Pisani 
Senator- Donovan 
Assemb Zywomrm 
Shaffero 
Preserves autonomy 
achieved in 1972 
revision of Nurse 
Practice Act. 
Parallels language 
of School Health 
Bill of 1978. 
Remains intact. 
Requires collaboration 
with MD. Otherwise not 
restrictive of nursing 
autonomy. 
Improves potential for 
high quality through 
direct nurse-client 
accountability. 
Improves potential for 
reducing costs through 
the Ol">portuni ty of 
allowing aut:onomou;; 
nursing practice. 
Eve's Bill 
A. 2165 Assemblymar, 
Eve 
Severely erodes 
autonomy achieved 
in 1972 revision of 
Nurse Practice Act. 
Unprecedented. 
Amends definition 
of nursing section 
of Nurse Practice 
Act. (§6902) 
1\dds "expanded 
practice category." 
Requires collaboration 
and written agreement 
with MO. Gives 
Commissioner new 
controls. Hig11l-y 
'!'estr>iatfoe of 
nursing autonomy. 
Maintdins status quo 
of dual accountability 
and high potential for 
ambiguit~1 • 
Maintains status quo 
of insuring MD 
intermedia:r:y cost., 
LomLardi's Bill 
S.6650 Senator> Lombardi 
Markedly erodes 
autonomy achieved in 
1972 revision of Nurse 
Practice Act. 
Unprecedented. 
Amends definition 
of nursing section 
of Nurse Practice 
Act. ( §6902) 
Adds "expanded 
practice category." 
Requires collaboration 
and memorandum of 
understanding with MD. 
Gives Commissioner 
new authority. 
Restriative of 
nursing autonomy; 
severely limits 
practice. 
Samu as Eve's bill. 
Same as Eve's bill. 
SED's Bill 
(no number at this 
time) 
Same as Eve's bill. 
Unprecedented. 
Same as Eve's and 
Lombardi's bills, 
Requires collaboration 
and written agreements 
with MD. Gives 
Commissioner new 
authority. Reatriative 
of nursing autonomy, 
limits practice. 
Same as Eve•s bill. 
Same as Eve's bill. 
(Continued, Page 2) 
SEO BILL 
The Commissioner, with the approval of 
the Board of Regents, may adopt regu-
lations establishing special areas of 
expanded practice identifying the 
general and specific services which 
may be provided by registered pro-
fessional nurses in such areas of 
practice, the procedure for approval 
of expanded practice, the form and 
content of the written agreements 
required •••• , and the records re-
quired to be maintained by the 
registered nurse and collaborating 
physician." 
"No more than two registered nurses 
may enter into such agreement with 
the same physician." 
JPWjep 
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PHYSICIAN'S ASSISTANTS AND 
SPECIALIST I S ASSISTJ\N'l'S 
responsible for the supervis.ion of 
the registered physician's assis-
tant •••• 
A registered physician's assistant 
employed or extended privileges by 
a hospital mav, if permissible under 
the by-laws, rules and regulations 
of the hospital, write medical oraers, 
including those for controlled sub-
stances, for inpatients under the 
care of the physician responsible 
for his supervision. " 
"No physician may employ or super-
vise more than two registered 
physician's assistants and two 
specialist's assistants in his 
private practice." 
COMPARISON 
addition to his other services. 
Nursing ~ractitioners in outpatient 
(hos~ital) clinics and emergency 
rooms would not be included in this 
legislation. 
Written agreement and collaboration 
with a physician is required so that 
those nurses providing independent 
primary care (e.g., psychiatric/mental 
health) would be denied that choice. 
,,, ... 
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by 
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to 
Special Regents' Hearing 
September 11, 1981 
Albany, New York 
.... 
Good afternoon. I am Susan Fraley, President...:elect of Toe New York State 
Nurses Association. Earlier today Association President Elaine Beletz presented 
a.statement in behalf of the Association at the Regents' regularly scheduled 
annual Legislative Conference. The Association learned of th:is separately 
scheduled hearing focusing on the Regents' latest legislative proposal relating 
to the expanded practice of nursing late last week. Because of the significance 
of this proposal for the public and entire nursing community the Association 
deemed it necessary for our position on this matter to be made known to those in 
attendance at this special hearing. Thus I am here at this time to reiterate the 
Association's views as embodied in its testimony to the Board. 
At its June 1981 meeting the Board of Regents approved for review and 
comment yet another proposal it believe~: may resolve the continuin,~ t'ontroversy 
regarding the legal authority of registc.·red professional nurses to provide primary 
health care services. Unlike previous I.1epartment-authored measures thi.s proposal 
omits explicit reference to physician supervision of nursing practice and refers 
instead to collaboration between nurses and physicians. The Association welromes 
and deeply appreciates this gesture of recos~nition of professional nurses' 
legitimate independence. 
Nonetheless, the Association 111Ust vigorously protest multiple wholly 
unacceptable components of this proposal. 'l'he bill purports to permit nurses to 
more fully utilize their skills, but in reality it severely re~tricts nurses' 
rights to do so • 
First, it amends the current definition of nursing by adding a statement 
descriptive of functions and responsibilities allegedly not embraced in the 
current definition and explicitly authorizes the Deportment to authorize only 
particular nurses to periorm these functions. Clearly, this is an inappropriate 
and unnecessary restriction of existing lawful authority. 
.... 
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Secondly, it authorizes the Department and physicians to define the nature 
and scope of nursing practice, to codify sucli definitions and mandate thl'ir 
implementation through "written agreements." On its fal·e, this requirement is 
totally oppressive and most assuredly incapable of rational administration. 
Clearly, it ignores the fact that neither physicians nor the Department are or 
should be qualified to define nursing prnctke. Pragmatically, it renders nurses 
hostages in capricious political-professional trade-offs. 
Third, under the guise of preventing physicians from establishing "medicaid-
mill type" practices, it limits the ratio of "collaborating" nurses and physicians 
to 2 to 1. The Association must prohihit the naive attempt to use the Nurse 
Practice Act and registered professional nurses as the policing agents of the 
medical profession. For those who suggest that the ratio is designed not simply 
to police physicians, but to protect nurses from exploitation, let me assure you 
that professional nurses are unquestionably capable of protecting both themselves 
and the public's access to their services. 
Fourth, the bill confers upon the Commissioner of Education awesome and 
unprecedented power to establish educational requirements for nursing practice, 
define generic and sp~cialty areas of nursing practice and specify the settings 
in which and the circumstances under which nurses may render their services. It 
appears obvious the Department would never dare contemplate or propose such 
onerous regulation of any other bona fide health profession. The nursing profes-
sion must ask: Is nursing being used ;1s the first target in some Departmental 
scheme to extend its reach and control? _or, Does the Department seriously regard 
the nursing profession as essentially incapable of the self-definition, direcLJon 
and regulation characteristic of legitimate professions? 
Advancement of this proposal is in a very real sense one more anti-climactic 
event in a sequence which resembles ;1 serious hoax upon the public and the 
profession. Legislative sponsors of the 1972 definition of nursing practice, the 
legislative body which approved that measure and the Governor who signed it into 
law have clearly acknowledged its authorization of the "expanded" practice of 
nursing. Nonetheless, because legal counsel of the State Education Department has 
denied that interpretation, the Department has engaged in systematic efforts to 
r~strict the practice of nursing and revise the Nurse Practice Act to return nurses 
not merely to physician-handmaiden status but to the more topical physician-assistant 
status~ The Department has created and disseminated such a persuasive propaganda 
•· -. -3-
cloud that it has thoroughly confused the public, educational institutions, other 
health professions and even some members of the nursing community. Further, it 
has literally badgered and harangued nursing practitioners and clinical nursing 
specialists to the point that some are resigned to the necessity of accepting 
untenable restrictions on their practice as the price to be paid for the 
privilege of offering services desperately needed by the public. 
For years the current Governor and his advisors have attempted to remedy 
this tragic situation through appropriate clarifying legislation. Despite its 
sure knowledge that no such legislation is needed, the Association has joined with 
and vigorously supported the Governor's efforts. Even these good-faith 
demonstrations are rejected by the Department as its demands for complete control 
over nursing persist.. The nursing community recognizes till' Department's position 
serves the vested interests of othcr groups and agencies which also seek to ensure 
that nurses remain dependent upon or dominated by other hl.•alth professions and 
health care institutions. The profession cannot - and will not - participate in 
this sham. To do so would be abject hctrayal of the profession's public trust and 
the legitimate rights of professional nurses. The Association reiterates its 
unqualified support of Governor Carey's proposal (A.772, S.6361 and S.6525) and 
emphasizes its vigorous opposition to the Department's latest proposal as circulated 
in Connnissioner Frank Abbott's July 19, 1981 memorandum. 
Dr. Beletz has informed the Regents of the Association's desire for 
continuing dialogue on this matter. I heartily endorse that invitation. 
SJF:wmb 
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Thank you for your attention. 
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' 
Good morning. I am Elaine E. Beletz, President of the New York State 
Nurses Association. On behalf of the Association's approximately 28,000 members, 
I extend deepest appreciation for the opportunity to share our views with you at 
this hearing. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Association is aware that the Assembly Higher F.ducation and Health 
Committees are giving careful attention to the nursing profession's capacity to 
serve society and to the legislative framework necessary to insure public access 
to qualified nursing services. At the outset of this series of statewide hearings, 
we wish to respectfully but urgently call these facts to the Committee's 
attention: 
1) Historically, although nursing care services have been regarded as 
essential social services nursing practitioners have been grossly undervalued and 
undercompensated vis-a-vis other bona fide health professions; 
2). Historically, nursing prectitioners have been expected to function 
more as physician assistants and institutional facilitators than as providers 
directly responsible to ~lients for nursing services; 
3) Persistent erosion of the nursing role has resulted in gross eonfusion 
over the nature, scope and value of nursing education, nursing practice and nursing 
care services; 
4) As a result professional nurses today are literally captives - not 
only of rigidly defined or interpreted legal networks governing their practice 
and reimbursement for that practice, but also of institutionalized systeas that 
frustrate and deny nurses' exercise of their lawful scope of practice; 
5) The_current alleged nursing shortage dramatizes the c0111plex 
educational, legal, economic and organizational problems and issues confronting 
nursing practitioners and the profession; 
( 
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6) At a time of shrinking high school populations and simultaneous 
increase ip demand for qualified nursing practitioners, nursing is a markedly less 
desirable career choice than such professions as medicine, law, pharmacy and 
dentistry; 
7) The problems confronting nursing in New York State are not unique -
unless judicious, responsible leadership is exerted nursing shortages throughout 
this country will exacerbate, seriously threatening public safety; 
.. 
8) Historically, the nursing profession and the legislature of this state 
have together established laws governing nursing practice which have protected public 
and professional interest and served as models for legislation throughout this 
country. 
The Association is convinced there are definitive solutions to those 
problems which now inhibit public access to qualified services and threaten the 
very integrity of nursing practice. Clearly, legislative intervention is essential. 
Equally clearly, deep controversies and habit-worn traditions within and without 
the nursing coD1Dunity must be overcome. On behalf of the nursing profession, I 
emphasize the Association's willingness to work diligently with you toward these 
ends. 
NEEDED LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES 
Taken as an entity, the New York State Nurses Association's 1981 Legisla-
tive Program constitutes a remark.ably simple and logical response to problems which 
have plagued health and nursing care for decades and now threaten serious 
destabilization of nursing care services. In October the Association's voting body 
will adopt the specific components of its 1982 legislative program. It is anticipated 
the program will include four measures introduced in 1981 as well as a mandate to 
protect and affirm registered professiollal nurses' rights to provide primary health 
care services. 
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NYSNA PROGRAM BILLS 
I. The 1985 Proposal (S.3456, A.7463) - This measure would revise Article 139, 
Title VIII, of the Education Law to ensure that educational requirements for 
nursing licensure are in conformity with the state of the art, with social and 
educational trends of society and other learned professions and, most importantly, 
with the public's need for and right to the services of skilled, qualified 
nurses. The measure would (a) maintain the system established in 1938 of two 
licensed careers in nursing,(b) recognize the competencies and expertise of 
registered nurses and practical nurses lic~nsed prior to the effective 
date of changes in educational requirements and fully protect the licenses and 
practice privileges of these individuals and (c) establish prospective require-
ments of the baccalaureate degree in nursing for the license to practice 
professional nursing and the associate degree in nursing for the license to 
practice associate nursing. 
The Association knows questions have been raised whether there is "proof" that 
licensees who are hospital diploma and associate degree nursing graduates are 
not currently qualified to practice and whether absent such "proof" there is 
justification for revision of educational qualifications. Let me emphasize, the 
Association is confident these individuals qualified to practice. Indeed, 
that is the basis of grandfather provisions recognizing and protecting their 
authorization to practice. In the Association's view, justification of the 
merits of the 1985 Proposal rests notupon the competencies of current and former 
licensees, not upon comparative scores on licensing examinations and not upon 
questions that seek finite, empiric data that are not now, and will not in the 
foreseeable future be, available. Rather, the justification rests in such 
obvious phenomena as mind-boggling advances in health science and technology, 
startling increases in the level of education and general intellectual competence 
of the population at large, predictable increases in the complexity of health 
i 
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care and the need for professional nurses to continue to be educated at a level 
which both commands public respect and enables nurses to function competently and 
confidently. 
• 
We respectfully call your attention to the fact that establishment of prospective 
educational requirements by other health professions has proceeded on the basis of 
common consensus regarding obvious societal trends and their implications for the 
professions. Further, the Association invites your attention to the fact the 
National Commission on Nursing, an independent multi-disciplinary commission, has 
concluded and ~ec0Dm1ended that "Baccalaureate education for professional nursing 
practice is a desirable goal. ,,l And, we reiterate: nursing alone among the 
traditional and more-recently-acknowledged professions is denied baccalaureate educa-
tion as a threehold entry requirement. 
The Association offers the 1985 Proposal as a mechanism for nursing accountability 
in the future, as an allegation of current or past dereliction. As we have -
in the past, we urgently request your Committee's support of the bill. 
II. Removal of the Exemption Clause Authorizing Attendants to Practice Nursing (S.1480, 
A.1942) - This measure would repeal a clause first included in the Nurse Practice 
Act in 1938 which permits attendants in institutions under the jurisdiction of or 
subject to visitation by the Department of Mental Hygiene to practice nursing under 
medical or nursing supervision. Through such repeal, clients of particular public 
sector institutions would be assured of services comparable to those.currently 
mandated for clients in all other institutions. Stated IIX)re bluntly, a discriminatory 
and indefensible double standard would be struck down. Further, adoption of this 
measure would protect attendants now expected to assume responsibilities far beyond 
their preparation. Finally, it would affirm the indisputable realities that. (a) the 
medical profession is not prepared to supervise the practice of nursing and (b) the 
medical profession does not, and should not be expected to, assume responsibility for 
such supervision. 
III. 
IV. 
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Financial Support for an Educational Mobility Program for Registered Professional 
Nurses (S.5349, A.7374) - This bill is designed to provide financial assistance to 
The 
colleges and universities to improve or initiate high quality educational 
opportunities for registered nurses seeking bachelor's degrees in nursing. 
nursing profession is deeply indebted to the Honorable Assemblymen Mark Allen 
Siegel and James Tallon, Chair of the Assembly Higher Education and Health 
CoBDDittees, respectively, for their sponsorship and energetic support of this bill. 
Provision of Third Party Reimbursement for Non-Institutionalized Nursing Services 
(S.5251-A, A.7249-A) - This modest amendment of the l.Dsurance law would make 
available to the public the right to select a registered professional nurse to 
provide non-institutionalized services specified in insurance policies which fall 
within the scope of practice of the nurse. The measure would not alter current 
institutional insurance reimbursement statutes and practices. Despite its 
limitations in scope, this bill would increase current public options for health 
care access and provide for cost containment and reduction by reducing unnecessary 
institutional and physician services. 
NURSES AS PRIMARY HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS 
Legislative sponsors of the current definition of nursing practice, the 
legislative body which approved that measure and the Governor who signed it into law 
have clearly acknowledged its authorization of the "expanded" practice of nursing. 
(Attached to this testimony as Appendices I and II. respectively, are copies of 
Honorable Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller's Approval Memorandum filed with 1972 Senate 
Bill 8274 and Honorable Senator Joseph R. Pisani's Preliminary Memorandum on 
Legislatively Intended Interpretation o.f "Professional Nursing Practice" of 1978.) 
Nonetheless, because legal counsel of the State Education Depa~tment has denied that 
interpretation, the Department has engaged in systematic efforts to restrict the 
practice of nursing and revise the Nurse Practice Act to return nurses not merely to 
physician-handmaiden status but to _the more topical physician-assistant status. The 
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Department has created and disseminated such a persuasive propaganda cloud that it has 
thoroughly confused the public> educational institutions, other health professions 
and even some members of the nursing community. Further, it has literally badgered and 
harangued nursing practitioners and clinical nursing specialists to the point that some 
are resigned to the necessity of accepting untenable restrictions on their practice as 
the price to be paid for the privilege of offering services desperately needed by the 
public. 
For years the current Governor and his advisors have attempted to remedy this 
tragic situation through appropriate clarifying legislation. In the 1981 session the 
Governor's Program included a measure to clarify the legal status of nurses practicing 
as health care providers without altering the legal definition of nursing (A.7721, S.6361 
and S.6525 introduced by Assemblywoman Shaffer, Senators Joseph Pisani and James 
Donovan). Despite its conviction that no legislation is needed, the Association has 
joined with and vigorously supported the Governor's efforts. But even these good-
faith demonstrations are rejected by the Department as its demands for complete control 
over nursing persist. 
At its June 1981 meeting the Board of Regents approved for review and comment 
yet another proposal it believes may resolve the continuing controversy regarding the 
legal authority of registered professional nurses to provide primary health care services. 
Unlike previous Department-authored measures this proposal omits explicit reference to 
physician supervision of nursing practice and refers instead to collaboration between 
nurses and physicians. The Association welcomes and deeply appreciates this gesture 
of recognition of professional nurses' legitimate independence. 
Nonetheless, the Association vigorously protests multiple wholly unacceptable 
components of this proposal. The bill purports to permit nurses to more fully utilize 
their skills. but in reality it severely restricts nurses' rights to do so. 
First, it aaeods the current definition of nursing by adding a statement 
descriptive of functions and responsibilities allegedly not embraced in the current 
definition aod explicitly authorizes the Depart:ar:nt to pemit only particular nurs.?S to 
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perform these functions. Clearly, this is an inappropriate and unnecessary 
restriction of existing lawful authority. 
Secondly, it authorizes the Department and physicians to define the nature 
and scope of nursing practice, to codify such definitions and mandate their implementa-
tion through "written agreements." On its face, this requirement is totally oppressive 
and most assuredly insusceptible of rational administration. Clearly, it ignores the 
fact that neither physicians nor the Department are or should be qualified to define 
nursing practice. Pragmat1·call ·t d h Y, i ren ers nurses ostages in capricious political-
professional trade-offs. 
Third, under the guise of preventing physicians from establishing "medicaid-
mill type" practices, it limits the ratio of" 11 b · " co a orating nurses and physicians to 
2 to 1. The Association protests this naive attempt to use the Nurse Practice Act 
and registered professional nurses as the policing agents of the medical profession. 
For those who suggest the ratio is designed not simply to police physicians, but to 
protect nurses from exploitation, let me assure you professional nurses are unquestionably 
capable of protecting both themselves and the public's access to their services. 
Fourth, the bill confers upon the Commissioner of Education awesome and 
unprecedented power to establish educational requirements for nursing practice, define 
generic and specialty areas of nursing practice and specify the settings in which and 
the circumstances under which nurses may render their services. It appears obvious 
the Department would never dare contemplate or propose such onerous regulation of any 
other bona fide health profession. The nursing profession~ ask: Is nursing being 
used as the first target in some Departmental scheme to extend its reach and control? or2 
Does the Department seriously regard. the nursing profession as essentially incapable of 
the self-definition, direction and regulation characteristic of legitimate professions? 
The nursing coJ111UUnity recognizes the Department's position serves the vested 
interests of other groups and agencies which also seek to ensure that nurses remain 
dependent upon or dollinated by other health professions and health care institutiona. 
The profession cannot - and vill oot - participate in this sbaa. To do 80 would betray 
J 
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tbe profession's public trust and the legitimate rights of professional nurses. The 
Association reiterates its unqualified support of Governor Carey's proposal (A. 7721, S6361 
and S.6525) and emphasizes its vigorous opposition to the Department's latest proposal as 
circulated in Commissioner Frank Abbott's July 19s 1981 memorandum as well as its 
opposition to sim:l.lar proposals advanced by others in the 1981 legislative session 
{A.2165-A and S.6650). 
The Association is keenly aware of the respect and support Assemblymen 
Siegel and Tallon have ·expressed for the autonomy of nursing practice. Obviously, such 
support is somewhat rare and received with the profession's.utmost gratitude. Needless 
to say, the Association hopes you will fifid the Governor's Bill a suitable resolution 
of this protracted problem. 
SUMMARY 
Impediments to effective and efficient nursing practice are pervasive, complex 
and reflective of ill-informed and discriminatory attitudes toward the value of and 
public's need for nursing care services. Trends in nursing education as well as the 
utilization, reimbursement and general recognition of professional nurses suggest an 
imninent nursing shortage of potentially devastating dimensions and duration. The 
New York State Nurses Association's legislative priorities promise responsible 
resolution of current and predictable problems. The Association urgently requests 
the Assembly Higher F.ducation and Health Committee's support of its legislative program. 
I reiterate the Association's appreciation of your interest in our views. 
I would be pleased to respond to any questions you may have or provide you with any 
additional information you desire. Thank you. 
EEB:wmb 
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Alabama 1975 Nura Yea - - Yaa required* -
I 
~au 1979 NUX'8 - - l\og, N,P, - Yet l:VCl09 I fell' Mell, -
Florida 1975 Nur• Yes Yes AJ'M' ff'NPJ "'YU *Yea - -' F.im.Plnn1 MBd l'NP rGerintria 
N,P., Mult 
Primary Caro 
N.P.) 
Ceorgia 1979 Nura· - Yes N,P.* Yos Yes rcquind -
tcuisi.na 1976 Nura Yea - Mvnnccd Yes Yea recog. -. l'rnc. of Nurs. 
(l'r.izn.,ry nurse 
c1ssocint:es; 
clinical 
spcciulists) 
kcntucl<y 1978 Nurs Yes - AflNP Yes - req\1ircd -
Kl.ryland 1974 Nurs yea - --- - - - -
Mississiwi 1976 Nura - Ye:, Pl.ii or PNA; Yes Yea required* -" l\tJP1 F.:imily ll!alth, r1,,nning N.P., 
I-NP; r>rinuey 
C1::c N.P.1 OB-
G'iN N,P. 
TIIDLE l (cnTl''D.) 
'YEM. BQ'tro OO'NIDED PPOI<XX1IS ST/I.TE CERTIFICATIOO 
OORI'llF.ASl'&IIN EXPIINDEI) m:x;s. DEFllUTICN NI:' or DI J\NKEI' S?EX:ll'IC MENTIQI NAT. CERl'. Pm:scRIPI'ICN 
STATES OOLE CE' R,N. GPix:Ihl,TY ~IIIMIVES ... 1.Isrs ~IZED DROOS ((.'Cm''D,) Ia'CGNizm CERl'lPlCA'l'ION 
M.lsSolchusetts 1975 - - Yes N.P, Psych/ Yes Yes - -1-hntul l!aalt:h • Clinical Spec • .. . . . " . "" ' ... 
' 
New Ranpshire 1974 Nura lea - I\IWI', (l'Nf\7 FNP1 *Yes *Yes •*required use ' OD-1:WN N,P-, Med l'c!dintric Nurse 
Clinicfon, ' 
O:xm11.nity 
lfcillt:h; Paycli/ 
.. Mental Health) 
New Jersey 1974 Nurs* Yes Yes -· . '.'' - . " - - -
New Yorlc 1972 Nura Yea• - -·· . Yea Yea - -
. . 
·• 
Pennsylvania 1973 Nur9 Yee - Cert. lleg. N.P. Yes• Anea. required -' for anoa. 
Ibcxle Island Not yet• ' - - - - - - - -
I 
Velmont 1974 - Yes Yes - - - - -
• 
• . , , ·1~~..,,. ............ ,,. • ..,,..,........,.""-f,,-,..~.........,.4'1.,, .. ~•.r~•,.,•,...,',_-"~''•"','' 
, :'i-i(i\}\/·O: ·: ;, .·• . · . · 
' ., •. --·· ~,.,.,,,,_ ..... - ,,.~_,,,.1,-.u ..... ,..,,.«.,. .. ~-,<l.,_..,-,.i..x""~'~H.,"'"~..,,_N."""'"l,~~*~~~<~·?~-~.f.~.!~~-~• 
~- '_'ft'.' .. ,; ., !,f': 
REM'\RJ<S 
•c,.,, practice 
~Mla w.1itin9 
results of 
first "'Tltin9 
of cx.1:n in 
.anaa. 
*0:lt(!jJori• 
of ~:P 
*Rulos in draft 
fonn - m.utor•• 
dagroo by 1990 
•Grndc.'ltes ot 
t-'P, Ar.est • , 
~Uc~.ri.Ceey 
Progr.:i.-:s--ea."t 
practice up to 
18 nonths t.hile 
they attain nat 
C?~ficatiOn. 
•r-tid',.i fc ale 
typ? of~ 
0 :,ation.11 
cert. required 
for nurse 
anesthetists , 
mif?Wi\'CS 
Guiuclinus 
"Cuic!c ll.!"lCs for 
N,P, Prc,;ra:rs 
osi:icc:ial pro-
visicmi for 
sc-hod. n-.irse 
prar.t L tio:icrs. 
Cci;rn<:?l to 
Stutr:- 1:.!.:cation 
O.•;.,t. h::.J ruled 
di.:i3::<". ~,is and 
trc,1t:,ir.nt 
illo-;.:il. 
•)~Heal 
Do.:lrd exa.11 
91\'t'."'1, 
*No r.rctiihi.t:ian 
against diag-
noais and 
treatn-cnt 
TABU: 1 (ccm•o.) 
YFM B0MD El<P.ANDl!D PR:mXXllS STATE CP.m'IFICJ\'l'IOO soon~ El<PM'Dl:D ~. tEFINITICN NP or DLANl<E'l' SPI:X:IFIC MCll'IOO NI\T. a:Rl'. . PRl!:SCRIPl'IW IU:M\PJ<S 
ST,\TES POLE: CF R,N, srECI.I\LTl( 
(CCM"D.) DEFINITXCN CERl'IFICJ\TICN MIDWIWS 71.~ ISTS 
Rfa)CNIZED DRlGS 
t-bst • Nura - - MNP• Yes Yes •oraft•not Virginia - - adoptL'd yet 
o'ITimt . 
JUill:iDICl'lQIS 
Guam - - - - -- - - - - . 
l>wrto Pico - - - - - - - - --Virgin 
lsla."'Kls - - - - - Yes - - --
Wllshington, 
D.C. - - - - - Yes __ .,., - -
MBREVIATIOOS1 
1\r,NP • l\dvruic:cd Registered Nurse Practiticner 
•. 
,~,:p Mult Nurso Practitioner 
F:.? • Fa:nlly Nurse Prc1ctiticner • 
PAA • Pediatric ~'w:'se Aqsociate 
PXP • Pediatric Nurso Practitioner 
•• llegistorcd Nurse 
<&<Mt NP - Cbstet.de .. '1-Gynecologic,al NUne Pr:actitionel' 
• 
TABLE l (CCffl''D,) 
. Sl'I\.TE CERl'IFICATICN 
YEM BOARD EXPAND&> Plm<XXJLS 
&.tm!EBN EXP.A.'IDED ROOS. DEFlNrI'ICN NP or Br.J\NKEI' SPECil"IC MEmICN 
NAT. a:Rl'. PM:SCRIPl'IW RS-IMJ<S 
S\'l\TES. K>LE OF R.N. . SPECIALTt MICM1VES ISTS REX.'CXiNIZE» DRUGS 
(C<l\"1' 1 D.) ~- CEM'IFICATICN 
North 1973 *Mod - - FNP1Family "Yea - ·~ Special for- •statutory caroUna & . Planning N.P., . mu1.uy p:o.,.-:!r is Ma\!, 
Nurs PNP 
Do.i.rd•nursing 
I only recoi-
r."t:·r•t~ 
•:.'J.\!'n'l. \ "()S a 
' t;1i0 of N,P. •:;.1tional . (:('rd fie.at.ion . !or rrJ.~i ,-cs 
South 1975 at:• Yea Yea - Yea Yea *a,qui,.nld - •ror nurse micl',:i\"'CS and 
Carolina . ll.':OSt, Do.lrd 
at,1ta:e:its 
!or acute cu 
earo N,P,J 
n.1-iitior.al 
11ct.s for 11• 
cr·nsed pr.Jc:--
tl::-31 nurses, 
• 
P~i•cl1/n'.::~11l . llt',1lth cli.'1, 
SI .,c. , ca:r.\, 
hr:-alth cU.n. · 
I s1~. 1n:P1 
r,:.·lly l'la.-in. 
N,P, 1CA."'Ct;).J. 
I . 11,:.-:ilth !;,P,1 
r~:i•1 Scheel 
N,t', 
'l'c:MeSsee 1972 Nuns - Yes --- - - - -
Virginia 1975 -Med, - Y~s N,r>, (FNP , - Yo• - - "St..ltutci:y " PNI' pro- 00Wrac;e of Nun gru:Ni N,P, in 2-'a..">d. nwrovocl) Prac:t.ice llct 
'' .. . . ' . . ',_ . . .. ~) ''.• .. 
'.~•:j:~~~~-·;·:t l;~::/i~·-:~:>?~Jt.£.1!-hi1;;. ~:.:1.~\~~~.,.~'t~~~:~¥.,.,~~-:-t('.'~.•~.0,7~ .• ~;~~ff1t~)~-~q:i{~~i!~it. 
I, 
'l'J\BLE 1 {CXffl'1D,J 
YF.M 
STI\TE CERl'IFICATICN 
B0MD EXPM"DED PIOl'CCCILS 
t'l'ESTtm EKPJ\.'IDF.n Rm$,. DEF ll-ll'l'IQ.I NP or BU\NI(E'l' SPIOC:IFIC ~"l'IOO NAT. c::rn-. P.RESCRJl"l'IQ l!EMMKS Sl'ATES FOLE Cf' R,N, SPOCIALTY ~ZED DRUGS 
IUiX:OONl21D CERI'IF IC'A'l'ICN MIOWIVES ISTS 
M:lntana 1976 - - - - Yea - - -
Nlvadll 1973 Nura Yes Yea N,P, - - recog. P,:-ot:0001 * •o::introlled subst:.:i.,cos 
only with 
llailrd of Med. - apprC1v.,l 
Kawfuld.co 1975 Nuts Yes - N,P. res Yes recoq. Yell -0t'ogat 1973 Nw:8 Yea - N,P. inollrling Yes 111 - - - *Aa an N.P. FNP: l'NP1 l!NP1 
Q.l•t l'sycl\/ 
~t111tul 1-lcalt;h 
N,P., 'Wal'On's . J!cnlth N.P,, 
School llcalth . 
N,P. 1 College . Health N.P, .~. 1979 NurS - - Mvanced N,P. - - - - Pegs. t~iing cli.illc:,,;,:-d by . Mod. & l!c!'lp, 
Assoc i.1 ti en 
Ut.Dh 1975 - Yes - - Yes - - --
Washin9t.on 1975 Nw:s Yea - Cort.ified R,N. Yes Yes requi.l'ed mt with J\dv,1m~'Cl R.~. , I, 30 hrs. spcci.itiicd R,til 
Med pharm. disoo1ti:,1.ied 
1980 
Wpning 1975 Nurs Yee Yea - - - - - Mic!'""·i v~:;, ,;\;'~est. ' and N.P. in-Med eluded in ca:m::n regs • 
. 
. /, J?lf ~:1~~f~~~,ey~rt,-!:•?~-"-~..,:~- .:?-... ~:·•-s1 .:_ • 
'11\DtE l 
VEAR BOARD EXPANDm PlmOCX)LS, , STJ\'rn CERI'IFIC\TIC'N . 
I\ESI'E[fl EXP.ANDl:D R:JJS. DEFINlTICN NP or DIA~ Sl?F.Cll'IC Ml:..'\."J'lON WI.T. CERl'. RE:·~ 
sr.a:rr.s IDLE· Qi' R.N. · SPl:.C YJ\LTY MIO'/JlVES A~.ISTS ~IZED DPlJGS ~IZED CEm'IFICI\TICN 
Alaska 1974 Nurs - - Advanced NP - -- required* Yes-Class I •Interim pre-' hlv. N.P. in and II ceptorship Med XCIOClte pc?r.r.Lts iss~ 
location until nation-
ally certified 
Arizooa 1973 Nurs Yea - PNI\; FNP;ANP Y~s - reoog. Pro-pc,ckaged E>c.1ffl required• 
' ~'N NP in rural Nat. exam c:an Med areas be used 
cali!omia 1974 Nurs Yea Yes Including M'P; Yes - xecog. Expcrimantal 
PNP: 00-GYN- prc,jccts 
NP, JrnP only 
Colorado 15174 - Yea - Advanced Yes - rec:og. - . prac:tice . of nursin9 
&waii 1979 Nun - - Eicpanded role* Yes Yes recog. - •A-:.\ stanc?.:irds for el L,ical 
spc:ei.ili.sts 
and N.P. •s USC!d . 
Idaho U71 Muta Yu YN N,P. flYes Yea - With pzoto- *Mic!wi\'OS oon-. ' col aidored. N,P. 
Med ,pecialt:y 
'1'1\13LE l (IXM''D,) . 
YFJ\R EOrulD EXPJ\NDm Plm<X.'OLS ST/I.TB CERI'IFICI\TICN 
~,'F'~ §,'\.\TlD) ROOS,, OEFlNITIOO NP or DIA"OO.T SPD:IFIC MENrlON NAT, CERI'. PIIESOUP'J'IQ,l sr,,n:s 001.E fl R,N, SPO::W.TY HiffiIVES I\NES'n!t'l'ISI'S ~1zm DPmS m::tXlNIZED a:RTIFICATICN 
North D.~ta 1977 NUH Yea - -- - -- -- -
a,10 -- -- - - . - - -- .. _ .. __,. 
Cklahan., - -- -- - --- - Yea *rcquiX'ed - •ror nr.e11the-Usta 
South Dolcot.a 197:1 . Nut• Yu N.P, Yoe Yel *requSJ:er! Yes . Pr,,ctir.o -' a9n•.~r,nt Mad r<~r ii r,:-:1 •::.,tic,r: ,1 . cert • for 
' M(?Str,t'tists 
Wisconsin - - - - - - - - - Doard r.n.-ro , inrhcatas N,P. 
oong(U('.nt with 
law. 
l«l!Gl tr.,~"l'ClN 
S'i'tiTCS . 
~icut 1975 Yff . - -- - - - -
DalOWiU'o 1978 Nm-• - - 1\RNP - - rec:og. - St.ltcm:mt by . Board ot 
• l:\'Ursing-no ll.lW tor regulaticns 
11et, 
Malna 1974 Nun Yea - Nu.roe Aseo-ciab? or N.P. - Yea - las agent lof M.D, . 
' 
TAnLE 1 cccm•o.) 
YEM DMm EXPA'UD PPOl'OCX!tS STATE CERTIFICATICN 
MICX\'ESI'ERf EXr>A'l.'DED RiXiS, IEFINITIQ; NP or BIA~ SPECIFIC MEN'l'ICW Nl'\T • CER1' • PRESCRIPl'IQ<f m'.MKS srATES OOIB CF R,N, SPEX:IAL'l'Y • l!EXXlGNIZED DRX;S mxxx;iuzm a:Rl'IFICATICN Mm9IVES 1\NESTHF.TISl'S ... 
Illinoia 1975 Board Yea - - - - - -of 
(\)in-
ions on . I prof. 
nursing 
Jndiana 1974 Nur• Yea - - - - - -' . . Ho4 . 
Iowa 1976 Yea - ~- *Yes "Xea - - ~oflJGI' inclu:ling ffiPJ 
School N.P.r 
Pl\.'P; Mental 
Health N.P. 
~s.1s 1978 Nurs Yes - - - - -
Michi<Jilll 1978 Nurs Yes - N.P. Yes· Yes required - . 
Min:IC!l0ta 1974 - Yes - - - - - --. 
Mi&s.:>uri 1976 - Yes - - - - - -
Nebrc\:.ka 1974 Nura Yes - - - - - -- r.c.rnJ of :-.urs-' . ing blocked Mod Cran r,.rct:w• • c;atinJ rulua 
by J\t.tomoy . ' . ' C.e:;•.? :-,;, 1 
• 
. . 
s:xmmm 
STATES 
Alabama 
~SU 
Florida 
Georgia 
~Siana 
Y.cntuc:ky 
M.lrylund 
Mississippi. 
mRlltFJ\Sl'Elfi 
ST,\TES 
(CCNl"D.) 
HaSSilchusetts 
New IL3rrpshiie 
New JerSt!t'J 
New York 
. 
~lvania 
Hl0de Jaland 
Vom::nt. 
Yr.AR 
EXPAt-llED 
rou: 
m:,:auzm 
1975 
19'19 
1975 
1979 
1976 
1978 
1974 
1976 
YFJ\R 
E).'PllNl)ED 
rom 
~IZED 
197S 
1974 
1974 
1972 
1973 
Not yet:* 
1974 
• 
saw> EkPI\NOtD 
P.mS. tm'INl'rIOO 
C, R,N. 
Nur• Yea . 
Nun -. 
Nur• Yu 
' Mod 
Nura· -
Nure Yea . 
Nut's Yes 
Nurs yes 
Nurs -" Health, 
~"tro EXPJ\NDED 
mx:;s. OEFJNITICN 
CJi R.N. 
- -
'' 
Nura Yea 
' Med 
NI.Ira* Yea 
Nun Yea• 
. 
Nurs Yea 
' - -
' - Yea 
TABLE l (o:m''D.) . 
PJOl'OOOLS STATE CEm'IFICATial 
NP or Bl.A.~ ~If'IC Mm'I'ION NI\T. CERl'. nm::IUP'l'IOO RE:-MKS m::xx:uzm OIi.cs . SP!:X:I.ALTlr Mll:MIVF.S ISTS CERrIFICATICN --
- - Yea Yee requlnd* - •c.m practice '-ttilc wJil:J.ng 
results of 
\ first writing 
of Ql(.,m 1n 
.anos. 
- ~. N.P. - Yea reC'Oljf.for enast:, -
Yes M'1P (F:>.'1'1 "Yes •Yea - - •entoc;iories F.:un.PlMt of IW.'P 
I'NP1Geriatric . 
N,P., Adult 
Primary care 
?1.P,) 
Yes M.P.• Yes Yes required - *Rules in draft form - m.utor•a 
de<jree by 1990 
- Mvanced Yes Yes recog. -Prm:. of Nurs. 
(Prim:u:y nurse 
c1ssocintes1 
clinic.:il 
specialists) 
- Yes - required -- --- - - - -
Yes PNP or PNA7 Yes Yea requlre4* - *Grnrh.1tcs of l\NP; Family r-:r, , ... -ost. Ii 
' Planning N,P,r M.i c: ... '1 ! t!rl 
FNP;Prima.ty Pre· ,~·._:.s--ca.'1 
care N,P.1 OB- rr;:i:.;~::C\! l:? to 
GYN N.P. 18 :-r:1t.1s '-nilc 
tlwy ,1ttain r.at 
C2rti ! ication. 
TADU: l (CON'i''D,) 
PlmO:Xn'..S srl'!l'E CERl'IFICl,.TIOO 
NP or Dr A'00::1' SPFX:JFIC MDn'ICN NAT. CERI'. PRFS:RIPI'ICN mM\RKS S!'l'CIJ\fJI'Y 
ISTS REOXiNIZED DROOS CERrlPICJ\TION -···-
Yes N,P, Psych/ Yes Yes - -f.kml:.'.ll l!C?alth , 
Clinic::ill Spec • . . . . . . ' ' . . '. 
- J\m.lil, ( I"NI\; FNP 1 *Yes "Yes .. required ~cy use •~Ucl',:i fo one 03-D\'N N,P. r trr>? of .\;~ PC!di.itric Nurse 0 :,a ticn1l Clinician, . cert. rc-:JUired Commnity for mu-r,c lk.lulth; Psych/ anc!1ti1"tists ' '. Mental Heal.th) mic!'t1i\'o::n 
Yea - ' ' .. - . .. - - - Gui<lu l i.:l!S - -·· Yes Yea - - •cuic?1, l !:-.cs !or N,l'. l'r-:.1;r,i:ns 
u Sj:cci .-, l pro-
visic:u; fer 
sch,, · 1. :1·..irsc 
pr,,'7!., t loocrs, 
CCt.:l:~•-• l to . Sl.1~,, 1:.:!·.:cilt.icn 
Dc;.,t. 1::.3 ruled 
diil'j:lC.!-o l $ and 
trc,1t.--:.-!1t 
ill(W]-ll, - Cert. llog. N.P. Yn• Anes. r:equin!d - •~'o..--dk;il foi:· ones. llo.l.r d cm,-w 
9iw.,. - - - - - - •No r,m.ihltion against diag-
nosis 411d 
t,re,)t,n::nt 
Yes - .. - - - -
' 
••• ,._, ..... , ........ •• ~,t,'4"JJ1.~,!-'\•·'"' .. ~.:.l.~~-,,i,i~-:..,f •• ,.,.,,o .... : ... "'""-''"'"' ... t .~>1'·""'""""'!"'"'''~"""'7";:~:,,_, ~,- • ... ~••~ .. ~~~t11fHL 
'l'ABLE 1 (Ca-tl''D,) 
YrM 90AN) EXl'ANDm PIOKX:<U S'l'J\Tli: cmttirICI\TICN 
&OJn!EIW MNJDED P.BJS, DEFINITICN NP or Dt.Nm:1' SPEX::IFIC MmrICtl NA.T,CEln'. • PP.ESCJUPl'lffl IU:W\PJ<S sr,,iT.s R:>LP! . CR R,N, SPEX:I.IWl'Y Mm-1IVES IA.~ Isrs mxx:mIZED DruGB (tUll"D,) CEFINlTIC)I a:JU'IFICI.TICN 
I-bat * N.Jr• - - hnNP" Yea Yes •orart-not Virginia - - ac!~Uld yet. 
011 11-:1\ 
Jti1tisotCTI~ . 
Cuti,n - - - - -- -- - - - . 
Puarto P.ico - - - - - - -- - -
Vir,Jin 
Islt:!dl - - - - - Yoa - - -- ' 
Wallhingtcn, 
D.C. - - - - - Yes - - -
MIW:VIATI0081 
Adwnct,d ~istored Nurso Practiti0nex 
N,'P J\dult Nurso Practitionor 
FNP - Fa:nily Nur!Jl3 Pr.set:itiOMr 
PAA • Pediatric Kurao A"lsociate 
P:>:P - l'cdi&tdc NUrse l'rac:titiaier 
JIN .. Registered Nw.-se 
Ql.-<n'H NP - Cbate:t:dcal-Gynecological Pract:J.ticnm:' 
• 
TADIE l (CXM"D.) . 
YFJ\R JMIANDED PK71'0CXIS STATE CERl'IFICATICtl 
sam!Effl EXPA\.'OED llmll. DEFlNrrICN NP or Du.m<El' · SPECIFIC MmrICN NAT, CERl', PP.ESCRIPrICN JE,WV(S 
STJ\TES · roLE CF R,N, . SPEX:I/\L'N IS'l'S REXXX.NIZF.D DRJGS (CCt\T1D,) smx;NIZ!D CERrIPICATICN ,. 
North 1973 *Mod - - mP;Family "Yea - *requind Special for- •statutoey CUolJna £ Planning N,P., . mu1.uy pc-,,..~r is:-~. 
Nurs Bo.u-d-nursi.ng 
I o:lly r~ 
n~:-,<!s 
•:•:.i!?',d.,'l:!s a 
t;-pc of N.P, · 
•:,;1tic:r.al . · cr.-rtific,1ti0n . 
Cc:; r..i~1.•i\'cs 
South 1975 .... Yu Yu - Yea Yea *required - •ror nurse carollna . nuc!' .. i\~S and 
~est. no.ud 
s ta tcr:e.'1 ts 
for .icute cae 
care N.P,; 
aJditior.al 
acts !or li-
a-nsed pnc-
tic.11 nurses, . PS"JCh,lr.e.-: uil . h1•.1l th c:JL,, .. St •.1-C •; ca:r.\11 
h~.:ilt:h clin. 
S!• ... ac. :n:?; 
f .• ~.l Jy Pln:.,. 
! N.P. ;Cc-..:~~ ·J. . lk·ilth :;.r.: 
r::r': Sdlrul 
:\.ft. 
"l'cr .. '1CSSOO 1972 Nut's - Yea --- - - - -
VirgJ.nla l.975 "Med, - Yu N.P. (FNP , - Yes - - •r.::.-itut.or/ Ii PNP pto- CINl~:'.lge cf 
Nura grama ti .t>. in , ... "1. 
app.ra\llld) ?:·.1c:t..ietl ,'li:t 
' 
